Abstract— Computer network Information System Security is critical to all modern computer users (individuals and organizations). To ensure that information remain secure, many organizations implemented various security structure to protect IS security from malicious incidents by establishing security procedures, processes, policies and information system security organization structures. However, despite of all the measures, information security is still a catastrophe. With the continuous progress of computer network technology, computer network has been closely related to people's daily life. Internet with a great convenience, can help people get more information, on the basis of which, numerous shopping platform, chat platform and game platform constantly grew up in dealing with people. It can be said that the existence of the computer network is an important part of modern society, at the same time ,the computer network to bring convenience to people there being some hazards that the main is the issue of information security. Due to the openness of the Internet, the user's personal information is easy to leak out which becomes a means of criminals to reap benefits, threatening the normal life of the people. This article analyzes the influence factors of computer network information security, and gives some preventive measures to promote the healthy development of Internet security, and protect the privacy of users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer network plays an important role in all walks of life, and is also one of the important manifestations of globalization, through which we can achieve long-distance communication and business operations, at the same time relying on the development of computer networks, the various platforms affecting people's normal life. Network information security has been a problem in the development of computer network, because of the characteristics of the network itself and the popularity of the computer network, the importance of network information security being enhanced constantly. For individuals, network information containing a lot of personal factors, for the enterprise, containing important information of the enterprise, and for the country, containing a significant state secrets. So network information security is a problem that must be paid great attention to in the process of computer network development.

Analyzing from a narrow point of view, the so-called computer network security is to protect that the resources of network information system data information are not illegal to be obtained, change, leakage, to ensure information security so to maintain the stability of the computer system. Computer network information is an important part of the network, information security threatened, it means that the entire network system has been destroyed, affecting the normal and stable operation of the entire network.

Analyzing from a general point of view, computer network information security includes many features, reliability, authenticity and integrity, availability and confidentiality, which can be used as a part of computer network security, below for specific analysis Reliability. Reliability refers to the reliability of the entire computer network, to ensure users can use normally and can be assured of transmission the individual or enterprise information to the network which is the basis of computer network to be able to run stably, to make clear the lack of user trust and reliance on the computer network whose application value will be greatly affected, thus affecting the normal development trend

Authenticity and Integrity. The authenticity and integrity of the network information refers to the information that exists in the network is not modified and deleted by others illegally, which effectively ensure the security of user information, to prevent the problem of user information in the process, resulting in serious losses

Availability. Availability means that when users access information through legal channels, computer network can give a timely response, to help users to search and query information and ensure that users can get the information you want which is an important guarantee for user to rely on internet to search information

Confidentiality. Confidentiality refers to the user's information under normal circumstances is absolutely safe and confidential, only through normal channels and methods
to be able to access, so that users can fully guarantee the security of personal information, for individuals, businesses, the country which is essential.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Information Security is the state of being protected against unauthorised use of information, electronic data, software applications and hardware (Lundgren & Möller, 2017). The main goal of information security is to achieve information confidentiality, integrity and availability (Lundgren & Möller, 2017). In a case where the security of Information Systems is compromised, the organisation faces risks such as breaches, data loss, cyber security attacks and loss of business (Thorwat, 2018; Al-Omari, El-Gayar, & Deokar, 2012; Arbanas & Hrusek, 2019). It is estimated that the loss of resources due to poor information security will cost the world 10.5 trillion US$ by 2025 (Sussalito, 2020). This loss is equivalent to a quota of the budget of a country like Tanzania (with above 55 million people) as reported by its government in the 2020/2021 financial budget (URT, 2020). It is unarguable that resources, which could be used to enrich the standard of living of people is wasted through criminal schemes because of inadequate electronic protection.

Literature and international reports present vast data on Information Security across the world. Helpnetsecurity has recently reported about 445 million attacks detected in 2020 (Helpnetsecurity, 2020). The study by ITU (2020) reports that 50% of internet users acknowledge being victims of security breaches, LIFARS (incidence response and digital forensics firm) estimates that 29% of organisations that experience Information Security breaches end up losing revenue because of impact of criminal activities (LIFARS, 2020). Collectively, it is evident that cyber-attacks are ever increasing; therefore, the knowledge of factors affecting the Security of Information System remains to be significant among the stakeholders.

Literature provides various studies by different researchers about factors that affect IS security (Alhogail, Mirza, & Bakry, 2015; Alhogail, Areej; Mirza, A., 2014; Alham, Flowerday, & Flowerday, 2014; Arbanas & Hrusek, 2019). Al-Omari, El-Gayar and Deokar (2012) analyses factors that affect IS security by focusing on users compliance to ICT policies. Alhogail (2015.) focuses on security culture as a factor toward the protection of organisatio IS security, while Alhogail, Mirza and Bakry (2015) developed a framework to only deal with human factor in protection of IS security. Arbanas and Hrusek (2019) almost talks about all the factors that affect IS security of organizations with disregard to human factor which is very important when talking about IS security to modern ICT users. Hence, the key objective of this paper is to determine common factors that affect IS security to all modern computer users in African context (individuals and organizations (public/Private)), through literature synthesis.

Organization data protection process is a tedious and expensive job, organization faces many challenges in case of data breach. Data breach in organization is estimated to cost 3.92 million US$ with an average data breach of 25,575 records per year as reported in IBM Cost of Data Breach Report (2020) as well as ITU, Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI) (2017). Also, it may deteriorate trust and lead to investors and customers refraining from doing business with the affected organizations (Gordon, Loeb, & Zhou, 2011). Organizations needs to have the right IS security controls in place to guard against cyberattacks and insider threats while providing document security and insure data availability at all times. It is important to understand IS security attributes so as to evaluate what need to be protected in organization’s IS. The IS security basics(attributes) includes Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) which are the focus of any organization’s Information Security Policy (Dieser, Covella, & Olsina, 2014; Mir, Mohammad, & Quadri, 2016).

III CONCLUSION

In the information society, the Internet having been a part of people’s daily life, people enjoy the convenience brought by the Internet but at the same time enjoy the threat of information leakage. Computer Network information security issues having seriously affected the order of the Internet, the state, society, users should pay more attention to information security, clear the impact of information security factors from all aspects to take measures to protect and prevent the network information, and promote the healthy development of the internet.
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